Cognitive Control of Saccadic Eye Movements in Children with Developmental Coordination Disorder
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Abstract

The ability to use advance information to prepare and execute a movement requires cognitive control of behaviour (e.g., anticipation and inhibition). Our aim was to explore the integrity of saccadic eye movement control in developmental coordination disorder (DCD) and typically developing (TD) children (8–12 years) and assess how these children plan and inhibit saccadic responses, the principal mechanisms within visual attention control. Eye movements and touch responses were measured (separately and concurrently) in Cued and Non-Cued conditions. We found that children with DCD had similar saccade kinematics to the TD group during saccade initiation. Advance information decreased hand movement duration in both groups during Cued trials, but decrements in accuracy were significantly worse in the DCD group. In addition, children with DCD exhibited greater inhibitory errors and inaccurate fixation during the Cued trials. Thus, children with DCD were reasonably proficient in executing saccades during reflexive (Non-Cued) conditions, but showed deficits in more complex control processes involving prediction and inhibition. These findings have implications for our understanding of motor control in children with DCD.

Introduction

Motor impairment amongst children is a widespread problem. Estimates suggest that 5% of the population have some form of motor disorder that has long-term implications for physical and mental health [1]. Developmental coordination disorder (DCD) is a broad diagnostic construct encompassing heterogeneous presentations. It is a term used to describe children with a core motor deficit in the absence of overt signs of other conditions that might explain the motor difficulties. More specifically, according to the DSM-5 diagnostic criteria, DCD is determined when: a child presents impairment in the acquisition and learning of motor skills in comparison to peer groups (criteria A), these motor deficits significantly and persistently affect activities of daily living and impact academic achievement, leisure and play (criteria B), the onset of motor deficits occur early in development (criteria C), and the deficits cannot be explained by
other intellectual disability, visual deficit or other neurological impairment, such as cerebral palsy (criteria D) [2]. In addition, many report the co-occurrence of social and affective problems in DCD, including a lack of concentration, general behavioural problems, poor social competence and poor participation in physical activities [3].

The aetiology of DCD is not well understood and a number of factors may influence the probability of a child meeting the diagnostic criteria (e.g. genetic deficits, birth trauma, etc.) [1]. Nevertheless, there have been numerous attempts to construct causal process-orientated hypotheses to explain the presence of the motor deficits. For example, Wilson and McKenzie [4] identified increased difficulties with ‘visual-spatial processing’ tasks within the DCD population. This review of 50 studies concluded that “perceptual problems, particularly in the visual modality, are associated with difficulties in motor coordination” [4]. The difficulty with such a conclusion is that it rests on the observations of how children have responded (using the motor system) to perceptual stimuli. There is no study to date that has established a perceptual system deficit per se as being a necessary or sufficient feature of DCD. In the absence of evidence for a perceptual deficit, the observation that children show problems in generating responses to perceptual stimuli could be due to the children having motor difficulties rather than a specific perceptual impairment.

More recently, it has been hypothesised that a fundamental deficit in the ability to utilise internal models may underlie the compromised motor control exhibited by children with DCD [5]. Internal models have been extensively used in explaining the control of actions in a number of adaptive behaviours such as reaching, walking, and eye movements [6]. These internal models estimate the sensory consequences of an action, prior to the use of feedback information, and when planning a motor response; they can thereby minimise sensory feedback delays [7, 8]. The internally-generated predictions (of sensory consequences) allow for more accurate estimations of the requisite motor signals to be formulated. It is suggested that this internally-generated model is key to the poor motor control observed in DCD [7–9].

The ‘internal model deficit’ hypothesis seems to be difficult to falsify, given that most movement control requires the use of internal models [10–12]. Moreover, reports suggest that children with DCD have similar saccadic eye movement control relative to TD children [13–15]. However, the observations that saccadic eye movements are equivalent in both DCD and TD children tends to be made with regard to simple responses to visually-guided targets [13–15]. Notably, children with DCD do appear to have difficulties in more complex saccadic tasks, such as generating double-step saccades [15], predicting target location [7] and when programming a coordinated (eye and hand) response versus generating a simple eye movement alone [13]. The apparent conflict between these findings (i.e. normal vs abnormal saccade control) can be examined by making direct comparisons between tasks that involve visually-guided reactive responses and actions that require higher order cognitive control, such as planned motor responses. Given the similarities in saccade kinematics between DCD and TD groups in visually-guided tasks, existing deficits in DCD may be associated with the cognitive (attention) control mechanisms of anticipation and inhibition rather than saccadic control per se. This hypothesis is in line with studies that show deficits in DCD during attentional shifts (as saccade latency and inhibition errors) and during volitional control of attention (for review see [5]). Attentional control mechanisms are critical for planning and responding to cued stimuli, and internally generated responses cannot be accurately formulated without this ability. These cognitive control deficits could explain why children with DCD fail at more complex tasks and struggle with the acquisition of new skills.

The present study investigated saccadic eye movements and hand movements in children with DCD and TD controls during cued and non-cued conditions. The cued condition used in this study utilizes both inhibition of a response and anticipation of the next target position
(pre-programmed response) and thus may provide a useful indication of the balance achieved between these mechanisms in children with DCD [16]. The experiment was designed in order to: (i) test the hypothesis that children with DCD have difficulties in the cognitive control (inhibition-anticipation) required when planning a motor response (cued conditions), and (ii) determine whether deficits are specific to the coordination of the eye and hand as reported by Wilmot and colleagues [13]. To achieve this, we examined group differences in planning and executing an eye movement alone (EO), hand movement alone (HO) or during the coordination of both actions (EH). Deficits in planned responses due to cognitive (attention) control mechanisms were determined by examining fixation ability, inhibition errors, saccade latency, and the accuracy of the planned response in cued compared to non-cued conditions. In addition, comparing the difference between single versus coordinated responses was undertaken to provide insight into how cognitive control deficits might be manifest within this population.

Methods

Participants

The study recruited ten children in the age range of 8–11 years (mean = 10.1 ± 1.0 years; 3 females; 7 males) who met the DSM diagnostic criteria for DCD [2,17]. The children with DCD were a clinical population recruited from a private clinic offering intervention for their movement difficulties after being diagnosed with DCD (the diagnoses were made within an NHS clinic and the children were referred from the NHS clinic to the private treatment facility). The children with DCD were from the City of York and surrounding area. The diagnoses were made by qualified medical practitioners (i.e., a team including medical doctors and occupational therapists). In addition, twelve typically developing (TD) children were recruited from a local primary school in Leeds, UK. These children had no history of motor, ophthalmological or cognitive deficits (such as DCD or ADHD) and had an age range of 8–12 years (mean = 10 ± 1.12 years; 4 females; 8 males) to match the DCD population (see Table 1). None of the TD children had any history of motor deficits and this was validated by their parents and teachers who reported that the children were progressing well within home and school (allowing us confidence that these children were not at risk of DCD). None of the children (TD or DCD) had a diagnosis of ADHD and all participants were right-handed, based on self-reports on key indicators (e.g. writing, throwing, pointing, grasping). The child’s report of hand preference was confirmed by the parents as being the hand the child predominantly used during the majority of everyday tasks. No child or parent had difficulties identifying the right hand as the preferred hand.

Ethics Statement

Informed written and oral consent was obtained from the child participant and their parent or guardian. All participants were informed that they could stop the experiment at any point during the session. The study was approved by the University of Leeds ethics committee and conducted in accordance with the ethical standards laid out in the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki and in accordance to the British Psychology Society (BPS).

Experiment setup

Participants were seated in a height adjustable saddle chair to improve postural stability and their heads were supported by a chin and forehead rest, to restrict head movements, 38 cm from a touch screen computer (19” colour monitor, 1024 by 768 pixel resolution, with a refresh rate of 85Hz, touch screen activation force of 50–120 grams per square centimetre and an
accuracy that exceeds .3 cm, Elo Touch Solutions, Inc). All participants were assessed prior to the experiment to ensure they could view all targets presented on the screen and reach (with ease) with an elbow support provided between each reach movement to reduce fatigue. Touch responses were recorded (with the same resolution as the monitor) from the participant’s preferred hand, which was placed in front of the participants on a resting block. Eye movements were recorded using an eye-tracker sampling at 1000 Hz (Eyelink 1000, SR research, Canada) and a tower mounted camera in which the eye signal was not disrupted by the reaching movements. A separate computer recorded and stored the data for subsequent offline analysis. All visual stimuli were presented using Experiment Builder software (SR research, Canada). All objects presented (central fixation, cue and 4 targets) were 1 x 1 degrees of visual angle (°) or 50 pixels in diameter and presented on a black background (luminance of 50 cd/m2). To avoid confusion and engage the participant, each object presented differed and consisted of an image of earth, a blast or explosion and an alien as central fixation point, peripheral cue and targets respectively (see Fig 1, and for further details on the task also see [16]). Experimental sessions took place in a dark quiet room to avoid any distractions. Rests were provided between each experimental block and when needed and the lights were turned on during these rest periods to maintain alertness and minimize dark adaptations. Experimental sessions were kept under 60 min.

**Experiment Protocol**

Each experimental block started with a nine-point calibration, followed by a validation of the eye position based on this initial calibration. Practice trials were introduced at the beginning of each block under close observation of the experimenter to ensure all participants were performing the tasks correctly. All participants received the same amount of practice and were able to verbally report what the requirements of the task were prior to commencing each experimental block. An eye drift correction was also implemented at the beginning of each experimental block, after practice trials, to avoid data loss.

Participants performed i) eye movements only (EO), ii) hand movements only (HO), whilst eyes were fixated on the centre of the screen, and iii) eye and hand movements together (EH) to targets presented on the screen during Cued and Non-Cued conditions. In the Cued (C) condition, a central fixation point was presented for 2000 ms, after which a cue was presented for 250 ms and 9° from the centre in one of four locations along the horizontal and vertical axis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DCD</th>
<th>TD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participant</td>
<td>Age (years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Participant’s characteristics (age and sex) across the DCD and TD groups.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0165380.t001
A target then appeared 2000 ms after the cue offset and remained visible for 2000 ms (Fig 1A). The cue was always valid (same location as the target) and all participants were asked to inhibit any type of response (eye and/or hand) to the cue and maintain fixation on the centre of the screen until the target appeared. For the Non-Cued (NC) condition, participants fixated a central target for 1500 or 2500 ms, after which a target appeared in one of the four locations. This target remained visible for either 1500 or 2500 ms. Fixation and target timings were randomized between (Non-Cued) trials (Fig 1B). The central fixation point was present throughout all the trials but disappeared with the target to signal the start of a new trial (inter-trial time of 1000 ms). Target and cue locations were randomised between experimental blocks and participants.

There were a total of six experimental blocks (C and NC x EO, HO and EH tasks) and each consisted of 32 trials. Participants were asked to respond to the target as fast and as accurately as possible with either their eyes only (EO), their hand only (HO) or both eye and hand together (EH). More explicitly, participant’s instructions were to “look and touch earth” (central fixation point) and then “look/touch” (while looking at earth)/”look and touch the alien” (target) “as soon as it appears, as fast and as accurately as possible” in the Non-Cued condition; and were asked to “look and touch earth” (central fixation point), “don’t look or touch the blast” (cue) and “keep looking at earth” (central fixation); and then “look/touch” (while looking at earth)/”look and touch the alien” (target) “as soon as it appears, as fast and as accurately as
possible” in the Cued condition. They were also told that the alien (target) would appear at the same location as the blast (cue) but that they should not respond to the blast (cue) and instead wait for the alien (target). The six conditions were blocked in the following order for the children to avoid confusion between tasks and potential task switching effects: Non-Cued EO, EH and HO; and Cued EO, EH and HO. In addition, the consistent ordering of blocks was necessary to ensure that we could compare between groups (as all children then completed exactly the same block/task order).

Data analysis

Eye movements. Participants’ eye movement data were obtained from the Data Viewer software (SR research, Canada). Blinks were automatically eliminated from the data before analysis. Eye and hand data were divided into “events” consisting of fixation, cue and target presentation. In addition, areas of interest (AOI) were determined for the centre fixation and the four possible target centres (each AOI forming a 200 x 200 pixel box, equivalent to 3° distance around the centre point of each stimulus). Initially, all saccades (>2°, to exclude fixational eye movements) were extracted across the whole trial and used for the main sequence analysis. This resulted in a broader range of saccadic amplitudes allowing a comparison between saccade amplitude and duration across our populations. This was followed by a more detailed analysis where viable saccades were identified as samples with a minimum velocity of 100°/s and within 3° of the target area. The corresponding saccade latency, alongside the saccade end locations in X and Y coordinates were computed and compared with the actual target location to obtain absolute error (i.e., the absolute distance of the eye location to the centre of the target). Anticipatory saccades (<80ms from target onset) were expected during Cued conditions and included in the saccade latency analysis [16]. To identify deficiencies in saccade generation, the saccade amplitude/duration relationship or ‘main sequence’ [18] (typically linear at <50°) (of all saccades >2°) was calculated using regression analysis. To identify attention (inhibitory) control, the number of saccades made during central fixation and cue presentation was identified and reported as a mean ratio between the number of saccades observed per trial and the number of total trials per condition.

Hand responses. The timing and location of the touch responses were obtained together with the eye data from the Data Viewer software. Touch time was defined as the time from target onset until the target was touched on the computer’s screen and thus included both reaction time and movement time. Accuracy was measured as the absolute error from the target’s (centre) position.

Eye and hand data were fed into a multivariate design using a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) (SPSS version 20, IBM, USA) for each parameter (latency and accuracy). Interactions between variables were evaluated using a Bonferroni corrected post-hoc test. Non-parametric tests were performed due to breaches in normality, particularly in the ‘number of saccades’ data. Kruskal-Wallis and further Wilcoxon tests were performed to identify differences between groups and within experimental blocks. A significance level of $p < .05$ was established for all statistical analyses. Effect sizes are reported as partial eta squared $\eta^2_p$ values and Cohen’s $d$, as well as $r$ values when appropriate. All results and graphs are expressed as means and standard error of the mean (SEM). Significant differences between conditions and groups are highlighted in all graphs using * and † symbols.

Results

For clarity, we separated eye and hand results. Eye responses were examined to address our aim of investigating cognitive (attention) deficits between the groups and how these deficits, if
present, affect the planning of an eye response, a hand response or uniquely a coordinated eye and hand response (our second aim). We first examined saccade kinematics (main sequence) in both groups to identify any underlying deficiencies in the generation of saccades, which could account for any accuracy or latency differences seen between the groups in our experimental conditions. We then examined eye responses obtained from the EO and EH tasks in both Cued and Non-Cued conditions. In addition, since eye movements can behave differently with the inclusion of a coordinated hand or arm movement, we compared saccade kinematics (latencies and accuracies) between these EO and EH tasks. Errors (inhibition) during fixation and cue presentation were measured; also changes in saccade latencies and accuracies during target presentations in Cued (planned responses) versus Non-Cued conditions were obtained for both groups. Finally, hand responses to the target were then analysed from the HO and EH tasks in both cue conditions.

Eye movements

Saccade kinematics: main sequence. To explore saccadic kinematics in both the DCD and TD groups, a “main sequence” regression was performed on all saccades made within a trial (> 2°), during fixation onset, cue onset, cue offset and target onset (including saccades to the cue, anticipatory saccades to target location, saccades back to centre fixation). Regressions of saccade amplitude and duration were found to be significantly correlated ($R^2 = .21, F(1,369) = 94, p < .001$ for TD and $R^2 = .13, F(1,330) = 39, p < .001$ for DCD groups during Non-Cued conditions; and $R^2 = .36, F(1,346) = 140, p < .001$ for TD and $R^2 = .32, F(1,313) = 98, p < .001$ for DCD groups during Cued conditions). Both groups show a linear relationship between saccade duration and amplitude (Fig 2). Slope differences between Cued and Non-Cued conditions indicate the existence of anticipatory saccades, which are typically smaller in amplitude [19], but still within the main sequence linear relationship. A further repeated measures ANOVA of the individual main sequence slopes was performed and did not show significant differences between groups ($p = .38$) or conditions ($p = .07$) (Fig 2).

Fixation and inhibition errors. Participants were aware that a target or a cue would appear within the vicinity, thus we tested whether the children with DCD were able to maintain fixation on the centre target compared to the TD group. For this, we computed the number of saccades away from fixation that exceeded a 3° box around the fixation target during the fixation period. The data did not conform to a normal distribution so a non-parametric test was applied to these data with a more stringent $p$ value of $p < .01$. These non-parametric tests revealed that the children with DCD exhibited more saccades away from fixation compared to TD children in EO Cued conditions ($\chi^2 (1) = 9.9, p = .002$) and in EO and HO Non-Cued conditions ($\chi^2 (1) = 8.7, p = .003$ and $\chi^2 (1) = 13.3, p < .001$ respectively) (Fig 3A and 3B) but errors did not reach statistical significance ($p < .01$) in EH and HO Cued conditions ($\chi^2 (1) = 4.28, p = .038$ and $\chi^2 (1) = 6.14, p = .013$ respectively) or EH Non-Cued conditions ($\chi^2 (1) = 4.13, p = .042$). Post-hoc tests showed that only the TD children exhibited increases in the number of saccades in EH compared to EO in the Cued conditions ($Z = -2.99, p = .003, r = -.86$ for EO vs. EH). A marginal increase was also observed in HO, but errors did not reach statistical significance ($Z = -2.57, p = .010, r = -.74$ for EO vs. HO).

To further test the group’s inhibitory control, we examined whether the children made saccades away from the fixation point and to the cue during Cued conditions. The number of saccades made (inhibition errors) was computed as a mean ratio of the number of saccades per trial. Non-parametric analysis revealed that the children with DCD exhibited more saccades to the cue (inhibition errors) compared to the TD group across all tasks ($\chi^2 (1) = 16.5, p < .001$, $\chi^2 (1) = 15.74, p < .001$, $\chi^2 (1) = 14.87, p < .001$ for EO, EH and HO respectively) (Fig 3C).
EO and EH responses to the target: visually-guided vs. planned saccades. We measured the latency and the accuracy (absolute error) of the first saccade to the target (within the target’s area) during EO and EH tasks for both Cued and No-Cued conditions. These responses included anticipatory saccades as described in the methods section. We compared whether eye movements differed when adding the hand in the EH task and then compared between cue conditions. Saccade latency analysis did not reveal significant differences between the groups.

Fig 2. The reported data are for all saccades made within the trial that exceeded 2° in amplitude during the eye only (EO) task. Saccade duration and amplitude (main sequence) of TD children (A and C, left) and children with DCD (B and C, right) during Non-Cued (A and B, top graphs) and Cued (C and D, lower graphs) conditions. The graph shows the relationship between the saccade’s duration and corresponding amplitude. These included anticipatory saccades from the Cued conditions as these occurred in more than 50% of trials in the DCD group. All graphs show significant R² values, which reveal a linear relationship between these saccade parameters in both groups and show the mean slopes obtained from each participant’s main sequence. Comparisons between group and condition did not reveal significant differences.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0165380.g002
in the different EO and EH tasks ($p > .05$). Saccadic latencies for both groups differed only between conditions with Cued latencies being shorter than Non-Cued (cued condition effect $F$
(1,20) = 11.17, \( p = .003, \eta_p^2 = .37 \) (Fig 4A and 4B). Group interactions with Cued conditions did not reach statistical significance (\( p = .08 \)).

Saccade accuracy to target revealed a significant group by cue condition interaction (\( F(1,20) = 8.79, \ p = .008, \eta_p^2 = .289 \)) (Fig 4C and 4D). Post hoc tests revealed that the children with DCD made larger errors (relative to the target) when compared to the TD children in the Cued conditions (\( p = .005, d = .83 \)). The children with DCD revealed increased error to the cued targets with many of the saccades being anticipatory in nature. This increase in error to the target has been reported previously in healthy adult populations [19]. In addition, these errors were greater.

Fig 4. Mean (and SEM) Non-Cued (A) and Cued (B) saccade latencies across eye only (EO) and eye and hand (EH) tasks. Overall, the groups decreased saccade latencies in Cued conditions (Cued vs. Non-Cued, *). Lower panel. Mean Non-Cued (C) and Cued (D) saccade accuracy (and SEM) across eye only (EO) eye and hand (EH) tasks. Children with DCD (striped columns) exhibited increased absolute errors in the Cued conditions compared to the TD children (dark grey, D) and compared to the Non-Cued conditions (group by cue condition interaction, **†). However, there were no accuracy or latency differences between the groups in the Non-Cued conditions (C).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0165380.g004
compared to the DCD group’s visually guided responses in the Non-Cued condition ($p < .001$, $d = .39$). The children with DCD exhibited anticipatory saccades in over 50% of trials, compared to a mean of 15% of trials in TD children.

Hand responses

HO and EH responses to the target: visually-guided vs. planned touch responses. Touch times and accuracies were obtained from the Cued and Non-Cued EH and HO blocks. Touch times of hand responses (Fig 5A and 5B) only revealed significant interactions for the different experimental conditions and tasks (cue conditions x EH and HO tasks, $F(1,20) = 6.82$, $p = .018$, $\eta^2_p = .29$) with both groups able to decrease their HO touch time during Cued compared to Non-Cued conditions ($p = .004$, $d = .84$). Furthermore, touch times between EH and HO tasks were significantly different in the Cued condition, with shorter HO durations compared to EH ($p = .04$, $d = .37$) and no statistically significant group interaction ($p = .09$).

A significant task effect ($F(1,20) = 34.19$, $p < .001$, $\eta^2_p = .67$) revealed that participants were more accurate when touching the target in EH than when eyes were fixed, but a task by group interaction was not significant ($p = .61$). In addition, a cued condition x group interaction ($F(1,20) = 4.66$, $p = .037$, $\eta^2_p = .21$) showed that the TD children were more accurate than the DCD group in the Cued condition ($p = .013$, $d = .81$)(Fig 5C and 5D).

Discussion

We found similarities in the responses of children with and without DCD to visually-triggered (Non-Cued) targets in both eye and hand movements. This suggests both groups have no or small problems with ‘visual-spatial processing’, meaning that our original hypothesis (as presented in the introduction) could not be rejected. A more detailed exploration of the saccade kinematics (main sequence) revealed that the children with DCD were generating saccades that did not differ from the TD group’s main sequence relationship, suggesting that they possess uncompromised basal ganglia and brainstem function and the requisite internal models (controllers) for these movements [11,20,21]. Wilmut and Wann [7] also found that children with DCD have similar eye latencies and accuracy when compared to TD children during visually-guided (non-cued) conditions.

In contrast, differences did exist in the Cued condition. Specifically, children with DCD showed a greater number of saccades away from fixation in the Cued condition (inhibition) and greater number of anticipatory saccades following the provision of advance cue information (before presentation of the stimulus), indicating poor inhibitory control. In addition, children with DCD showed larger errors in accurately localizing the remembered location of the target compared to the TD group. This is again consistent with our original hypothesis that inhibition mechanisms, vital for saccadic control, are compromised in children with DCD and that deficits in cognitive control may affect the planning and execution of a complex response.

It is clear that the increased anticipatory responses in the DCD population, compared to TD children, did not result in enhanced touch performance, as shown by the lower touch accuracy. It was also interesting to note that the children with DCD did not slow down their responses to increase this accuracy, suggesting that they prioritised speed over accuracy. Faster touch times to the target were accompanied by poor inhibitory control in the DCD groups as these children were making saccades in both HO and EH tasks during the cue presentation, which is in agreement with findings suggesting a “look-then-move” behaviour [14]. Supporting this, the different behavioural results between the EH and HO tasks (faster touch times but reduced touch accuracy) suggests that moving the eye to the target significantly benefits the DCD group. We suggest that the peripheral visual information provided in the HO task was not used as
effectively in children with DCD when compared to the TD group, perhaps due to failures in inhibitory control mechanisms, resulting in poor visual spatial acquisition during the cue presentation.

Our findings are in agreement with previous studies that have found group differences in children with DCD during volitional shifts of attention, and associated deficits in manual and oculomotor inhibitory control [22,23]. Mandich et al [23] proposed that "inhibition differences
between DCD and control children are particularly evident when the to-be-suppressed response is provoked by an external stimulus. The errors in inhibition occurred regardless of the motor effector recruited (eye only, eye and hand or hand only), indicating that deficits in control are not solely related to tasks that require the integration of visual information with other motor systems (i.e. during coordination) [13]. Fixational errors also support these inhibition deficits in the DCD group, albeit these volitional responses likely reflect a high expectancy of the upcoming stimulus (anticipation) and not a stimulus-driven response.

The picture that emerges from these studies is consistent with the idea that children with DCD have difficulties with the cognitive control processes that balance inhibition and anticipation. The current study shows that the inability to inhibit a saccadic movement to a cue (a function associated with the frontal eye fields, [24]) results in inappropriate allocation of visual attention. Conversely, the impaired attentional capabilities observed in the DCD population will interfere with the children’s ability to generate skilled hand movements. This in turn will hinder the development of skilled hand movements.

The results within this manuscript raise the issue of the source of the difficulties with balancing inhibition and anticipation in saccadic control. Only a few studies have investigated the neurological deficits in DCD, but those studies that do exist suggest disruption to the fronto-parietal [25] and cerebellar [26] networks. Notably, the fronto-parietal network is important for short-term memory and anticipation and has a general ‘attentional’ function [27]. The frontal and supplementary eye fields together with the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex have been associated with saccadic inhibition and predictive mechanisms [28–30]. Furthermore, Gonzalez et al. [16] showed differences in the saccadic balance between inhibition and anticipation as a function of age. The developmental problems found here suggest that interference within the fronto-parietal and cerebellar networks may disrupt the development of a higher order ‘control’ network important for saccade inhibition. This disruption might be sufficient to interfere with the control mechanisms that support the allocation of visual attention—creating deficits in the control of saccadic eye movements and, in consequence, the acquisition of numerous skilled behaviours that require accurate visual attention.

Our suggestions are consistent with previous studies which have shown deficits in both ventral (externally driven) and dorsal (top-down) attentional networks in DCD [22,23]. Our experimental task required both control systems to suppress saccades to the advance cue (bottom-up, reflexive) and respond to the target at the appropriate time (top-down, volitional). The neural networks involved in eye movements play a central role in the allocation of visual attention [31], thus disruption to saccadic control is likely to have a detrimental effect on skilled behaviors that rely on the rapid acquisition of visual information within the environment (e.g. bimanual aiming movements). The outcome of our study would suggest that interventions that target optimizing the balance between inhibitory control and anticipation mechanisms (such as pursuit eye movements) might prove beneficial to children with DCD.

It is interesting to note that studies involving children with ADHD have shown similar findings to the present study, with the ADHD population showing saccade metrics similar to those of TD controls, but showing problems with inhibitory control [32]. The children with DCD in the present study did not have a formal diagnosis of ADHD which may in large part reflect the fact that their motor difficulties were overt and extreme. In complex diagnostic constructs (such as DCD and ADHD), it becomes particularly difficult to identify the core difficulties experienced by the children. However, the similarity between the eye movements found in this DCD population and previous studies of children with ADHD [32] raises the question of the extent to which these developmental disorders overlap, and also highlights the broadness of the DCD diagnosis which includes potential co-morbidities. As such, a limitation of the current study is in knowing whether the deficits observed are related to a co-occurrence of sub-clinical
ADHD in our DCD population. Very few studies on DCD have implemented an ADHD exclusion in their clinical group, however those that have, including Tsai and colleagues [22] and Wilson et al., [4] suggest that observed attentional deficits are specific to DCD and not the consequence of symptoms of ADHD. However, the commonality of co-morbidity of DCD with ADHD requires further study in this population.

The difficulties with saccadic control evidenced by the children had a direct impact on their overt allocation of visual attention (by definition), showing the tight coupling between the broad and highly related constructs of ‘motor skill’ and ‘attention’. Our study included a small group with a narrow age range in which age-related cognitive control of attention could be compared to a TD group. Whether these deficits are present across the range of motor abilities within the DCD population is unknown and warrants further investigation. In addition, longitudinal approaches and comparisons between larger groups of participants (with a wider age range) may show how these deficits develop in DCD and provide further insights into rehabilitation. Nevertheless, the identification of problems with saccadic control sheds some light on some potential underlying difficulties within the DCD population at the neural level, but care must be taken in mapping these deficits to behavioural outcomes (and vice versa). We suggest that at a clinical level, the most important step is identifying those problems which provide the greatest barriers to critical activities of daily living and supporting the child in overcoming these hurdles.

Conclusion

We explored the ability of children with DCD to plan and inhibit their saccadic responses to visual targets. We found that saccade generation was equivalent in both TD and DCD groups, but failures in the balance between inhibition and anticipation in children with DCD resulted in decreased performance relative to TD children. The key role played by saccadic control in the allocation of visual attention suggests that these deficits could make it difficult for children with DCD to acquire complex skills. The findings also suggest interventions that might help to optimise this inhibition–training inhibition control is one such possibility.
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